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Abstract Certification of software artifacts offers organizations more certainty and

confidence about software. Certification of software helps software sales, acquisition, and

can be used to certify legislative compliance or to achieve acceptable deliverables in

outsourcing. In this article, we present a software product certification model. This model

has evolved from a maturity model for product quality to a more general model with

which the conformance of software product artifacts to certain properties can be

assessed. Such a conformance assessment we call a ‘software product certificate’. The

practical application of the model is demonstrated in concrete software certificates for

two software product areas that are on different ends of the software product spectrum

(ranging from a requirements definition to an executable). For each certificate, a concrete

case study has been performed. We evaluate the use of the model for these certificates. It

will be shown that the model can be used satisfactorily for quite different kinds of

certificates.
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1 Introduction

More and more applications depend on the reliability, availability, and integrity of software

systems. Due to the increase of complexity at the hardware, software, and communication

level, creating quality systems has become both a major scientific and engineering chal-

lenge. Only a limited number of examples of these quality certification systems have been

published, for example Nastro (1997), Alvaro et al. (2007), and Wegner (1999).

Next to proper methods for creation of quality systems, the verification of such systems

is also important. Many times the failure of systems endangers human safety, so failure

must be avoided. The developer of the system must verify the system before delivering it,

e.g., through testing or manual review.

However, if systems are safety critical and are to be used in a broad environment, an

independent third party (not the supplier or the acquirer of the system) should verify the

quality of the system. A third party can produce an objective and complete judgment. A

third party can even hand out certificates if the assessors use a standard way of producing

the judgment.

The possible benefits of software product certification are numerous; it helps organizations

to obtain certainty about or confidence in software artifacts. In software sales, a software

product certificate offers an advantage over the competition, it gives more confidence for

prospective buyers, like medical organizations, as stated by Forsström (1997). Certification

can also help to verify and certify legislative compliance. Moreover, it can help outsourcing

partners, the outsourcers as well as the subcontractor, to convince the other party that de-

liverables are acceptable. This could help prevent poor quality of the requirements (incom-

plete and changing requirements), the primary reason why so many projects continue to fail.

See for example the Chaos reports of The Standish Group (1996–2006), and Boehm (2001).

In this study, we present a certification model for assessing the quality of software

products. In contrast to other certification models, as described by Welzel and Hausen

(1997) and strictly speaking also the one tried by Alvaro et al. (2007), we show how this

model is applied and has resulted in two certificates. We do not consider hardware and

network aspects of systems, because they require very different means of verification.

Furthermore, we do not consider the assessment of the software development process.

Assessment of the software development process is intensively studied elsewhere, like for

example CMMI Product Team (2001), Kruchten (2004), and Bamford and Deibler (2004).

We believe that provable quality of software products can be based on the application of

justified product analysis techniques and where possible based upon formal methods.

The remaining sections of the introduction explain what certification is in our model and

give a summary of the main concepts of the model. Section 2 gives details on the model.

Section 3 contains examples of predefined certificate types and our experience in using

them. Section 4 refers to related work and Sect. 5 contains the conclusion.

1.1 Certification

For certification two types of input are required: (1) one or more software artifacts and (2)

one or more properties of these artifacts that are to be certified. The software artifacts (1)

are divided into 6 product areas that are detailed in the following chapter.

The properties (2) can be of one of the following categories:

• Consistency: do the different (parts of) software artifacts conform to each other?

• Functional: does input to the system produce the expected output?
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• Behavioral: does the system meet general safety and progress properties like absence of

deadlocks or are constraints on the specific states of the system met?

• Quality: do the artifacts fulfill nonfunctional requirements in the areas of for example

performance, security, and usability?

• Compliance: do the artifacts conform to standards, guidelines, or legislation?

Properties can be general (valid independent of the software artifact involved) or

dedicated.

In the following sections, we will call the above properties Conformance Properties.

Appropriate conformance analysis techniques should be chosen depending on the appli-

cation domain and input artifacts. Sometimes software artifacts need to be transformed

before the analysis can take place. For instance, a requirements document must be trans-

lated into a formal model before any property of it can be proven. Similarly, source code

and its properties have to be transformed into a model and a set of predicates to be able to

apply theorem proving.

Software certification consists of a basic assessment of input software artifacts (on

completeness and uniformity) and the before mentioned conformance analysis with the

conformance properties.

In this document, we present a certification model for software products. This model

describes a structured approach to software product certification.

1.2 Model concepts

As software artifacts we do not consider only the final software product (the source code or

working system), but also intermediate deliverables like user requirements and detailed

design. Each major class of deliverables is a Product Area in the model (see Sect. 2.1).

We have identified different artifacts, called Elements, within the Product Areas, such that

properties can be investigated on a more detailed level.

There are three Certification Criteria, which hold for all Product Areas: areas must be

completely (and formally) specified, uniform, and conformant. There are four Achieve-
ment Levels for each Certification Criteria (see Sect. 2.2).

The Certification Criteria can be translated into Specific Criteria per Product Area that

indicate what formal, uniform, and conformant means for that Product Area. The Specific

Criteria indicate what required elements and checks are needed to achieve a certain level of

the Certification Criteria (see Sect. 2.4).

When the desired achievement level, which can be derived from the desired certification

level for each of the three Certification Criteria, has been established, the overall Certifi-
cation Level of the product can be determined (see Sect. 2.3). The more formal elements are

present in the product, and the more formal checks have been performed without detection

of faults or nonconformance, the higher the confidence in the product certificate is.

The concepts of the model are summarized in Fig. 1. Our concepts are loosely based on

CMMI (2001).

2 The LaQuSo software product certification model

Laboratory for Quality Software (LaQuSo) has developed a model for software product

certification, which is called the LaQuSo Software Product Certification Model (LSPCM).

The following sections describe this model.
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2.1 Software product areas

For our division of the software product into Product Areas, we have taken the main

deliverables of the development phases (requirements, high-level design, low-level design,

implementation, and test). We have split the requirements into a context description and a

user requirements part, to emphasize the importance of the analysis of the system

environment.

The model consists of six Product Areas:

• The context description (CD) describes the environment and main processes of the

system.

• The user requirements (UR) specify what functions the system has to fulfill.

• The high-level design (HD) (also called software requirements) is a translation of the

user requirements into a more precise description in terms of system architects.

• The detailed design (DD) consists of several models of the system that describe how

the system will be built.

• The implementation (IMP) contains the system and its documentation, built according

to the design.

• The tests (TST) describe the tests of the different software components and the whole

system.

Each area can be further divided into subparts, which we call elements. These elements

can be separate artifacts, a chapter within a document, or different parts of a larger model.

For instance, the user manual will be a separate artifact delivered with the system, the

nonfunctional requirements will be a separate section of the user requirements document,

Certification process

Certification 
Type

Product 
Area(s)

Product Area 
Elements

Area Specific 
Criteria

Generic Criteria

Element 
Specific Metric

Successfully 
Certificated at 
level X or not 

Desired 
Certification 

Level X

Element 
Specific Criteria

Certification 
Product AreaInput

Analysis

Output

Achievement 
Level

Fig. 1 Concepts of the certification model
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and the stakeholders can be described as part of the business process description (for

example in the same diagram).

Figure 2 shows the areas, their elements, and their interrelations. We have put the areas

in the traditional V-layout. A line between two Product Areas means that elements in one

area depend on a previous area in the V. For example, High-Level Design is derived from

the User Requirements, the System Test tests all functionalities in the High-Level Design,

and the Acceptance Test can refer to tests reported in the System Test to prevent dupli-

cation of test cases.

Note that a certification is not necessarily based on a complete Product Area. It is

however, always required to classify the software artifacts that are input to the certification

in the appropriate Product Area and elements. It must be determined how the artifacts

correspond to the model presented in this document.

2.2 Certification criteria

Certification Criteria (CC) are criteria that apply to each Product Area. There are three

Certification Criteria for all Product Areas:

[CC1] Completeness. All required elements in the Product Area should be present and

there should be as many (derived) formal elements as possible.

[CC2] Uniformity. The style of the elements in the Product Area should be standardized.

[CC3] Conformance. All elements should conform to the property that is the subject of

the certification.

For each of these Certification Criteria different Achievement Levels can be established,

which we have summarized in Table 1.

Fig. 2 Software product areas and their elements
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The completeness of a Product Area (CC1) can be basic (all required elements are

present, level 1) or extra elements may have been added. These elements can be semi-

formal (level 2) or formal (level 3), which refers to the fact that they are specified in a

formal language. The more formal an element is, the easier it can be subjected to formal

verification (less transformation is needed). For examples of semiformal and formal ele-

ments see SC1.2 and SC1.3 in Sect. 2.4.1.

The uniformity of a Product Area (CC2) can be only within the Product Area itself

(level 1), with respect to a company standard (level 2), or with respect to an industry

standard (level 3). By industry standard, we mean a general accepted description technique

that is not specific for the company like the use of UML diagrams for design documents. If

known standards are used, translations to formal methods are likely to be available, which

makes formal verification easier.

The conformance of the Product Area (CC3) to a property can be established with

different means that gradually increase confidence: manually (level 1), with tool support

(level 2), or by formal verification (level 3).

From the levels in Table 1 and the Certification Criteria, we derive the scoring rules;

one for each goal that simply indicates that the level should be as high as possible:

[CC1.1] The prescribed elements of a certain formalization level (required, semiformal,
formal) must be present. Score 0 if any required element is missing; score 1 if

any semiformal element is missing; score 2 if any formal element is missing;

score 3 if all elements are present.

[CC2.1] As much standardization as possible. Score 0 if elements of the same type have

different style (for example if all use case descriptions have a different

structure); score 1 if elements of the same type have the same style; score 2 if all

elements also comply with the company standard; score 3 if all elements also

comply with industry standards.

[CC3.1] Zero faults with the most thorough check possible on conformance. Score 0 if

any fault has been detected; score 1 if manual review of elements detects no

faults; score 2 if tool-supported and manual review of elements detects no faults;

score 3 if review of elements and formal checks detect no faults.

Table 1 Certification criteria
achievement levels

CC1 Completeness

0 Some required elements are missing

1 All required elements are present

2 Semiformal elements have been added

3 Formal elements have been added

CC2 Uniformity

0 No standardization

1 Within the product

2 Style complies to a company standard

3 Style complies to an industry standard

CC3 Conformance

0 Faults are detected

1 Manual review/testing has not detected any faults

2 Automated testing has not detected any faults

3 Formal verification has not detected any faults
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The Specific Criteria indicate for each Product Area what the required elements,

applicable standards, and possible checks are. We will provide Specific Criteria in the

Requirements Product Area in Sect. 2.4.1.

2.3 Certification levels

From the levels that have been achieved for the three Certification Criteria, an overall

Certification Level can be calculated. This overall Certification Level represents the

maturity of the software products and its artifacts.

The model indicates a certification level per Product Area. The certification level of the

entire product can be determined by taking the minimum over the areas, but a Product

Area-based certification is more informative. We can for example decide to only certify the

Implementation Product Area if our interest is in the certification of the final product

without taking into account the development deliverables or testing deliverables. We can

even certify part of a Product Area, for example certifying only the communication pro-

tocol of a finished system.

The certification levels are based on an intuitive notion of when product certificates

are more authorative. The highest level is achieved when a product is complete and

uniform, and correctness and consistency have been verified with the most rigorous

method.

The model has five certification levels, but only four are relevant for the certification

process outcome. The first is only used for creating a baseline so that the certification

analysis can start. For each certification level, we have indicated the level that is needed for

each of the Certification Criteria (see also Table 1):

1. Initial

CC1 C 1 and CC2 C 1 and CC3 = 0

Each of the required elements is present in the product, and the elements are uniform. This is the level
that indicates that the required elements for certification are there, and analysis can start.

2. Manually verified

CC1 C 1 and CC2 C 1 and CC3 = 1

All elements, relationships, and properties have been manually verified.

3. Automated verified

CC1 C 2 and CC2 C 2 and CC3 = 2

All elements, relationships, and properties have been verified with tool support.

4. Model verified

CC1 = 3 and CC2 = 3 and CC3 = 3

All elements, relationships, and properties have been verified with mathematically-based methods
wherever possible, or the most rigorous method otherwise.

5. Formally verified

CC1 = 3 and CC2 = 3 and CC3 = 3 and ‘Model == Input’

Model verified where it is proven that the results of the mathematically-based methods are true for the
actual input (and not only for an abstract model of it).

The level represents the maturity of the software product. The lowest achievement level

determines the maturity of the software product and thus the Certification Level.
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2.4 Specific criteria

Specific Criteria (SC) are criteria that apply to one Product Area only. Each Product Area

has a different set of Specific Criteria (although they convey some similarity as they are

based on the Certification Criteria).

In the following sections, we give a (necessarily incomplete) list for the Requirements

Product Area. The Specific Criteria are a direct translation of the three Certification Cri-

teria to the Product Area. The required elements, standards and checks are different for

each Product Area.

The Specific Criteria indicate the elements or checks that are required for a certain

Certification Criteria Achievement Level. For instance, to achieve level 2 for CC3 (con-

formance), all checks in SC3.1 (manual) and SC3.2 (tool-supported) need to be performed

and should not reveal any faults. The set of Specific Criteria has been collected from the

literature, including ESA (1991), Sommerville and Sawyer (1997), Alexander and Stevens

(2002), Hull et al. (2002), Firesmith (2003), and (Firesmith 2005), Young (2004), Wiegers

(2003), and (2006), Mazza et al. (1996), our own experience and the following standards:

– ISO

• 9001:2000

• 9126:2001

– ESA software engineering standards. Issue 2, 1991

– IEEE Computer Society

• Std. 610.12-1990.

• Std. 829-1998.

• Std. 830-1998.

• Std 1016-1998.

• Std 1063-2001.

• Std 1233-1998.

– IEEE/EIA 12207.0-1996: Industry Implementation of International Standard ISO/IEC

12207:1995

Note that it can also be the case that the input artifacts contain only part of a Product

Area. If the correspondence between the input artifacts and the Product Area elements is

clear, the applicable checks can easily be determined.

2.4.1 User requirements

The following Specific Criteria apply for the User Requirements Product Area.

[SC1] Complete: The requirements is as detailed and as formal as possible. The first

sub-criterion indicates what the required elements are. The last two sub-criteria indicate

what elements can be formalized.

[SC1.1] Required Elements: The following elements are absolutely required for a user

requirements specification.

• Functional requirements: Functional requirements describe the functionality of the
system from the perspective of the user. This can be done in plain text or in the form of
use cases (see below).
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• Nonfunctional requirements: These are also called quality requirements. It is a set of

different types of quality measures. See the ISO/IEC 9126 standard (2001) for quality

characteristics.

• Glossary: Many types of entities play a role in the environment’s processes but only

those that have to be represented in the system are collected. Not the individual entities,

but only the types or classes to which they belong are listed (so not ‘‘client Johnson’’,

but only ‘‘client’’). The object description can be quite informal in the form of a

glossary (terms and definitions), or more advanced in the form of a data dictionary or

object model (see below).

[SC1.2] Semiformal Elements: The following elements make the user requirements

specification convertible into a formal specification: data dictionary or object model, use
cases (with scenarios), flowcharts of processes, and behavioral properties.

[SC1.3] Formal Elements: The following elements formally specify the user require-

ments: relational diagram of data/object model, process models of use case scenarios, and

behavioral properties specification.

[SC2] Uniform: The style of the requirements description complies with standards in

requirements engineering.

[SC2.1] Uniformity—Within the Product Area there are no elements that deviate from

the rest.

[SC2.2] Compliance with Company Standards—Within the Product Area there are no

elements that deviate from the applicable company standards.

[SC2.3] Compliance with Industry Standards—Within the Product Area there are no

techniques used that deviate from industry best practice.

[SC3] Conformance: Each element in the requirements is described in a correct and

consistent way. The relations between the elements in the requirements description and

with the context description are correct and consistent.

[SC3.1] Manual checks: The following checks can be executed manually.

• No two requirements or use cases contradict each other: it is not the case that one

requirement describes property P and another requirement describes property Not P. It

is not the case that one use case describes an order of steps and another use case

describes a different order of steps, etc.

• No requirement is ambiguous: it is clear what the requirement means. No term in the

requirement has an alternate meaning that can be misunderstood by any of the

stakeholders. It is clear where the emphasis in the requirement is.

• Functional requirements specify what, not how (no technical solutions): the user

requirements do not constrain the technical solution. Any design and development

constraints are part of the nonfunctional requirements.

• Etc.

[SC3.2] Automated checks: The following checks can be executed with tools, for

example with a requirements management tool.

• Requirements have a unique ID: the tool assigns and checks that the ID of each

requirement is unique.

• Requirement elements’ relations are checked automatically: the tool shows the

relationship between requirements, scenarios, actors, and objects.

[SC3.3] Formal Checks: The following checks can be executed with formal methods.
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• The use case scenario models are correct workflows: a correct workflow has one or

more start points and one or more end points. It does not contain any deadlocks or

starvation and no dead tasks (tasks that can never be executed). When the end point is

reached, no tasks are left over.

• The use case scenario models are mutually consistent: the aggregation of all use case

models is a correct workflow (see previous item).

• The data model diagram is in normal form: a normal form rigorously defines the

relationships between entities. The first normal form (1NF) basically states that an

attribute can only store one value. The second and third (2NF and 3NF) normal forms

deal with the relationship of non-key attributes to the primary key. The fourth and fifth

normal forms (4NF and 5NF) deal specifically with the relationship of attributes

comprising a multiattribute primary key. Sixth normal form (6NF) only applies to

temporal databases.

• Etc.

The complete list of specific criteria can be found in Chap. 5 of the technical paper on

LSPCM by Heck and Van Eekelen (2008).

2.5 Tailoring

The above list of specific criteria represents our view on product certification. We use this

model in our own certification efforts. We are aware that this list is never complete and that

others may have a different view or use different terminology. Therefore, we allow others

to take the basics of the certification model and adapt it to their specific needs.

The tailoring of the Software Product Certification Model to company- or project-

specific situations can be done in a number of ways:

1. Add Product Areas or Elements. It is not allowed to remove any of these.

2. Change names of Product Areas or Elements to company or project jargon.

3. Add checks (SC3). It is not allowed to remove any of these. If they are not applicable

in the company or project situation, they should be marked as ‘‘N/A’’.

4. Detail elements and checks (SC1 till 3). Make the descriptions of elements and checks

more detailed with, for example specific company or project information, standards, or

tools to use.

In this way, the main concepts of the model remain standing, but each company and

project can customize the contents of the concepts. By not removing any of the existing

elements and checks, there is still comparison possible with software products from other

companies or projects.

3 Concrete certificate types

For each combination of product area, property, and certification level, a concrete certif-

icate has to be made. This requires deciding which concrete criteria are appropriate and

formulating the corresponding checks in the terminology and context. Certain certificate

types can be defined based on the artifact areas, the type of conformance, the certification

criteria, and the achievement levels. A certificate type indicates a predefined ‘‘check’’,

which can be performed on a software artifact. For each certificate type, the items are

defined in Table 2. It may seem that it is impossible to produce concrete certificates for
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very different product areas within the same model. In the next section, we show how this

can be done for two chosen certificates in the product areas of requirements and of

implementation. We evaluate the resulting certificates in Sect. 3.3.

3.1 A consistency certificate for user requirements

One of our first certification projects comprised the requirements verification of a medium-

size industrial project. The system to be built was a central point where new identification

numbers are generated, distributed, and registered. We were asked to judge the quality of

the functional design, which consisted of functional requirements, 15 use case descriptions

with UML activity diagrams, a process model of the business processes, a functional

architecture (logical module structure), an object model, a glossary, and a supplementary

specification (all nonfunctional requirements such as legal, security, performance, etc.).

The following types of inconsistencies were found:

– A number of spelling and structural errors were found. [SC3.1]

– Some postconditions of use cases were not consistent with the main scenario. [SC3.1]

– Activity diagrams did not use the correct (UML) symbols: for example included states

as activities. [SC2.1]

– The object model did not use ERD symbols correctly and did not contain a detailed

description for the attributes. [SC1.3 and SC2.1]

– The glossary contained only abbreviations. [SC1.1]

– The activity diagrams did not always match the use case text (especially not for the

alternative flows). [SC3.1]

– One of the actors was not used in a consistent manner (a mix between human and

nonhuman). [SC3.1]

– One use case mentions two options in the summary and illustrates only one in the

scenarios. [SC3.1]

– Use cases described system features that were not mentioned in the other documents.

[SC3.1]

– There was an overview document that did not contain all use cases and their relations.

[SC3.1]

– Some components to support the use cases were missing in the functional architecture.

[SC3.1]

– Use cases were missing related to the life-cycle coverage of objects (for example there

was an ‘‘Open Session’’, but no ‘‘Close Session’’ use case). [SC3.1]

– Use cases for administration functions such as user management were missing. [SC3.1]

Table 2 Certificate type items and their definition

Product area \The type of input artifact: one of the areas, see Sect. 2.1[
Properties \The type of conformance analysis or the property that has to be checked, see Sect. 1.1[
Level \The level for the ‘‘Conformance’’ certification criterion, see Table 1[
Description \A short description of the goal of the certificate type[
Input \A precise specification of the input needed for this certificate type[
Checks \For the relevant achievement levels of the different criteria (see Sect. 2.2), a list of checks is

included that are part of the certificate type; detailed information on the check can be found
in the LaQuSo Software Product Certification Model[
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All major inconsistencies were solved before the design was handed over to the

developers of the system. This minimized the input needed from the designers during the

development phase and the risk for confusion and misinterpretation.

After correction of the major inconsistencies, the functional design was ready to receive

the certificate as depicted in Table 3.

The following checks need to be answered with ‘Yes’ or ‘Not applicable’. It is explicitly

specified in Table 4 when an item may be marked as ‘N/A’. Items with ‘-’ in the fourth

column must always be answered with ‘Yes’ in the third column to obtain a certificate.

A certificate will be handed out if all checks in Table 5 are answered with ‘N/A’ (if

allowed according to the table) or ‘Yes’. More details and other examples are given in

Heck and Parviainen (Heck and Parviainen 2008).

Table 3 User requirement cer-
tificate on internal consistency

Product area User requirements

Properties Consistency

Level Manually verified

Description Check on the internal consistency of the requirements

Input Natural language requirements specification

Table 4 Specific checks for the certificate described in Table 5

Check Description Checked OK? N/A if:

Required elements

SC1.1 a Functional requirements Yes –

SC1.1 b Nonfunctional requirements Yes –

SC1.1 c Glossary Yes –

Uniformity

SC2.1 a Uniform Yes –

SC2.2 a Compliance to company standards Yes –

Manual checks

SC3.1 a No contradictions Yes –

SC3.1 b No ambiguity Yes –

SC3.1 c No technical solutions Yes –

SC3.1 d Testable Yes –

SC3.1 e Unique ID Yes –

SC3.1 f Unique names N/A No use case structure

SC3.1 g Atomic Yes

SC3.1 h Noncyclic Yes

SC3.1 i Elaborate use case N/A No use case structure

SC3.1 j Diagrams match text N/A No use case structure

SC3.1 k Terminology in glossary Yes

SC3.1 l Detail environment description N/A No env. descr. Available

SC3.1 m No useless actors and use cases N/A No use case structure

SC3.1 n No useless or unspecified objects Yes –

SC3.1 o Life-cycle coverage objects Yes –

SC3.1 p Behavioral properties match Yes –

SC3.1 q Nonfunctional requirements match Yes –
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3.2 A behavioral certificate for an implementation

After a successful case study by Van Eekelen et al. (2006) and (2007) of an analysis of an

industrial implementation of the session layer of a load-balancing software system, it was

decided to start a certification project for the system.

The system’s software comprises 7.5 thousand lines of C code. It is used for distribution

of the print jobs among several document processors (workers). In the case study, a large

part of this commercially used software system has been modeled closely and analyzed

using process-algebraic techniques using the mCRL2 toolset. This toolset is described at its

webpage by the mCRL2 toolset developers (2009) and illustrated in a chapter in Alexander

and Gardner (2008).

In addition to the standard properties such as avoiding deadlock and starvation, the

properties that were checked were:

• Critical log messages must not occur,

• Load balancer may not distribute load in a filled queue if any of the queues is empty,

• If a load is distributed to a queue, both the queue and the load must register that they

are assigned to each other,

• The number of items in the queue must be limited.

Since the model was close to the code, all problems that were found in the model could

be traced back to the actual code resulting in concrete suggestions for improvement of the

code. All in all, the analysis significantly improved the quality of this real-life system. The

certification of the improved model was performed with the certificate in Table 5.

The following checks need to be answered with ‘Yes’ or ‘Not applicable’. It is explicitly

specified in Table 6 when an item may be marked as ‘N/A’. Items with ‘-’ in the one-but-

last column must always be answered with ‘Yes’ to obtain a certificate.

A certificate will be handed out if all checks in the above table are answered with ‘N/A’

(if allowed according to the table) or ‘Yes’.

In addition to the case study, two extra properties were checked. These properties

were not considered in the case study since in the case study the only properties that

were checked were those that were asked for by the company. For the certificate also,

other behavioral properties were required. Furthermore, the certificate required that the

model matched the properties sufficiently. The case study only checked one combination

(3 clients, 1 server). For the certificate all client–server combinations of four processes

were fully checked. The final verification took almost 17 days processing time and more

than 100 MB of memory. All checks were answered ‘Yes’. So, the certificate was

handed out.

Table 5 Implementation certifi-
cate for behavioral checks

Product area Implementation

Properties Behavioral

Level Model verified

Description Check the behavioral properties on the formal models;
Check conformance between the source code and
the formal models;

Input Formal and informal models of the component
behavior, source code, safety and progress
properties
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3.3 Comparison

The two example product areas (requirements and implementation) are very different.

The resulting certificates are very different although they follow a common structure.

They use their own specific terminology both for the structure and the content of the

checks. As a result, it is easy for someone knowledgeable in a specific product area to use

the corresponding certificate.

Still, the certificates for both of these areas are built with one and the same certification

model.

The basis for each certificate consists of the answers to three questions:

1. What is the input that we get (the heading in the certificate above)?

2. What elements and properties are present in the input and are they uniform

(‘completeness’ and ‘uniformity’ in the certificates above)?

3. What are the relationships between the elements and properties that we have and how

can we check them (‘Checks’ in the certificates above), either manually or with tools

or formal methods?

These three questions are the same for each certificate type, but the answers are dif-

ferent. An example follows. Behavioral properties are present in both the requirements

phase and the implementation phase. An example of a behavioral property in the

requirements case study is ‘‘Sessions that are opened are eventually closed’’. An example

of a behavioral property in the behavioral case study is ‘‘Each thread that tries to acquire a

lock will eventually get it’’. For the behavioral certificate we do not only ask for the source

code, but also ask for (or construct) formal models and behavioral properties. For the

requirements certificate above, the input is only the requirements, but behavioral properties

are normally included somewhere in the (functional) requirements. But for both certificate

types, we check what we have (requirements or formal models) against the behavioral

properties that are present or constructed; see check 3.1p in the requirements certificate and

3.3 g in the behavioral certificate.

Table 6 Checks for the certificate as defined in Table 5

Check Description Checked OK? N/A if:

Detailed design certificate granted N/A Direct from source code

Required elements

SC1.1 a Software system Yes –

SC1.2 a Technical specification Yes –

SC1.3 a Process models of the system Yes –

Manual checks

SC3.1 a till l Consistency of elements N/A Element not delivered

SC3.1 m Relevant and feasible properties Yes –

SC3.1 n Formal and informal model conform Yes –

Formal checks

SC 3.3 a, c, d, f Consistency of elements N/A Element not delivered

SC3.3 b Process models are correct Yes –

SC 3.3 e Code correctly generated N/A No generated code

SC3.3 g Models match behavioral properties Yes –
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4 Related work

The first version of our model was inspired by CMMI. In Heck ( 2006a) we translate the

concepts for process maturity into product maturity and show applicability for the

requirements product area. In Heck (2006b), this first version is extended to all product

areas. The concept of maturity has been replaced with dependability (no faults detected),

and some terminology has been adjusted to be more precise. Both maturity and depend-

ability were translated into ‘correctness’ and ‘consistency’ properties. We have called the

model a product certification model because it can be used to assess the quality

(dependability) of software products.

The current version of the model by Heck and Van Eekelen (2008) has combined the two

properties ‘correctness’ and ‘consistency’ of Heck (2006b), about which much confusion on

the exact meaning existed, into one single property called ‘conformance’. In that way, any

kind of property can be assessed within the framework of the model (not only consistency

and detection of faults). The broadness of the assessment makes it a true certification model:

a framework to define concrete certificate types for specific properties to assess. We have

also changed the names of the other certification criteria to cover their contents better.

We did not find any other models that describe product quality in the sense of analyzing

the correctness of a product. However, there are some other related findings in the area of

product quality.

The software product maturity model by Nastro (1997) has three core elements: product

capability, product stability, and product maintainability. Two sub-elements, product

repeatability and product compatibility, are not universal to every software product. Nastro

provides example measures for each of the elements like tests failed, changes per week,

number of patches.

The Component Certification Framework of Alvaro et al. (2007) comprises a compo-

nent quality model, certification techniques framework, a certification process, and a

metrics framework. This covers a wide spectrum of verification techniques and checks to

evaluate software components.

Both the Nastro model and the Component Certification Framework differ from our

model in the first and foremost place because it only measures properties of the end product

and not for example the requirements or the design. The Nastro model also seems more

appropriate for the tracking of development progress (i.e., comparison of builds within one

project) than for the objective measurement of the product quality. As Nastro states the

importance or weight of the elements and even the elements themselves may vary from

project to project.

Similar to our model, the model of Welzel and Hausen (1997) evaluates all important

software artifacts in five steps: requirements, specification, design, conduct, and report of

evaluation. But in contrast to our model the Welzel and Hausen evaluation needs all

artifacts of one software product. Also their evaluation level is related to the required

reliability of the end product, not to the level of quality of the artifacts themselves.

The Requirements-driven Workbench of Lee et al. (2007) on software security certi-

fication shows a practical certification and accreditation process for end products; again, a

focus particularly on the end product and only one of the characteristics in ISO/IEC

standard 9126.

The ISO/IEC standard 9126: ‘‘Software engineering—Product Quality’’ (2001) describes

a two-part model for software product quality: (a) internal and external quality, and b) quality

in use. The first part of the model specifies six characteristics (see Fig. 3) for internal and

external quality, which are further subdivided into subcharacteristics. These
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subcharacteristics are manifested externally when the software is used as a part of a computer

system and are a result of internal software attributes. The second part of the model specifies

quality in use characteristics. Quality in use is the combined effect for the user of the six

software product quality characteristics. The standard also provides metrics for each of the

quality characteristics to measure the attributes. An explanation of how this quality model

can be applied in software product evaluation is contained in ISO/IEC 14598-1 (1999).

An evaluation according to ISO/IEC 9126 is mostly based on metrics whereas our model

uses a more rigid scale by providing yes/no checks. This yes/no scale leaves more room for

expert opinions, but also caters for less precise comparison between two products. As our

model focuses on correctness and consistency, ISO/IEC 9126 does not address consistency

between elements as a separate concern. Correctness is in ISO/IEC 9126 mostly determined

through indirect measures (for example measure the number of defects found during a

production period). We, therefore, believe that our model is more suitable to determine

product quality (correctness and consistency), whereas the ISO/IEC model is more suitable

for specifying and measuring the desired product quality (all six characteristics). In the

future, we could extend our model with other characteristics from ISO/IEC 9126.

The certification levels in our model are similar to the review levels in an article by

Connie Clayton (1996). Clayton identified the different levels in which documents can be

reviewed to standardize the review process:

Level 1: Document completeness: individual document;

Level 2: Compatibility with standards;

Level 3: First-level consistency check: internal;

Level 4: Second-level consistency check: requirements check, external, minimal CASE

tool usage;

Level 5: Major review: review code logic, algorithms, full use of CASE tools.

Before a higher level of review can be attempted, the steps of all previous levels must be

completed. The accompanying checklists are focused on the American Department of

Defense related standards (DOD-STD-2167A and MIL-STD-498), so they are not always

applicable. Furthermore, some questions are subjective (‘‘is the document legible?’’) or

hard to check (‘‘is there any irrelevant data?’’). The lower level checklists contain many

precise questions but the higher levels are less well defined.

Fig. 3 ISO 9126 internal and external quality characteristics
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Jakobsen et al. (1999) describe a five-level maturity model for software product evalu-

ation, where they apply the concept of a maturity model to product quality evaluations. They

assume that product quality increases when evaluation methods get more mature (from

basic testing against requirements to continuously optimizing the evaluation process). Level

2 (testing against basic requirements and achieving satisfactory results) is carried out by

checking a product’s conformance to the ISO 12119 standard. Parts of the maturity model

have been incorporated in the ISO/IEC 14598 standard. As said, this maturity model focuses

on the evaluation process and thus fundamentally differs from ours. We could however also

use ISO 12119 as an additional standard to collect Specific Properties from.

Software certification as performed by for example the FDA (2002) does not prove

conformance. If a product receives certification, it simply means that it has met all the

requirements needed for certification. It does not mean that the product possesses certain

properties. Therefore, the manufacturer cannot use certification to avoid assuming its legal

or moral obligations. We proposed a certification model that does focus on conformance.

In summary, we can say that we did not encounter any models that address product

quality in the same sense that we do: related to conformance. There are, however, many

approaches to software certification, that mostly rely on formal verification, expert reviews,

or software metrics to determine the product quality, like described in Nastro (1997),

Welzel and Hausen (1997), Lee et al. (2007), Alvaro et al. (2007), and Niinimäki and

Forsström (1998).

We believe that our approach adds value with its comprehensiveness (from require-

ments to tests), its focus on conformance and by establishing a standard to perform soft-

ware certification that also includes expert reviews and formal verification if necessary. It

uniformly establishes what to check and how to check it. These checks are not new, but

there is no place yet where they all have been put together into one model.

5 Conclusion and future work

In this article, we have described and applied a Software Product Certification Model. We

applied the model to two product areas that are substantially different.

The model cannot only be used to certify products after their creation, but it also

indicates which elements and relations should be present in the product when it is being

created. Thus, the model can be used by both software developers and auditors. The

Specific Properties are easily converted into a usable checklist, for convenient scoring.

We claim that for a thorough software product certification, formal verification is

necessary, but requires a higher effort since products commonly will be derived from other

software artifacts. It should first start with more simple checks: are all elements present, are

their relations consistent, are standards complied to, etc. Our model is comprehensive and

flexible enough to allow certification of software products in all life-cycle stages, with the

applicable rigor for the criticality of the software, up to formal verification for the most

critical products.

We continue to extend our model and apply it in industry case studies to demonstrate

the added value of it, in the hope that our LaQuSo Software Product Certification Model

(LSPCM) becomes recognized as a product standard.

Open Access This article is distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution Noncom-
mercial License which permits any noncommercial use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium,
provided the original author(s) and source are credited.
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